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1. Technical Education Reform – overall programme update

2. The introduction of T Levels

3. Qualification reviews; Drivers of choice research

4. Accountability for Awards

5. Functional Skills Qualifications (and Basic Digital Skills Qualifications)

Agenda



■ The introduction of T Levels

□ Market reform

□ New qualifications

□ Industry placements

■ Programme of sector readiness - ESFA

□ Selection of high quality training providers

□ Education and Training Foundation professional development programme

□ New capital investment

■ Post-16 Qualifications Review

■ Higher Technical Qualifications at Level 4/5

■ Ongoing Apprenticeship reform

Technical Education Reform – Overall Programme



■ A public list of employer-endorsed qualifications

■ Approved by the Institute of Apprenticeships and Technical Education

■ Occupation-specific

□ Apprenticeships from Level 2 upwards

□ Technical Qualifications within T Levels at Level 3

□ Higher Technical Qualifications at Levels 4 & 5

■ Underpinned by employer-agreed occupational standards

■ Grouped in to 15 routes through technical education

■ A clear alternative to the academic pathway.

Technical Education: Looking Forward



A T Level programme of study



Technical Qualification within a T Level programme

Purpose and content

Purpose:

To ensure students have the knowledge, skills and behaviours needed to progress into skilled 

employment or higher-level technical training relevant to the qualification.

Core:

• Students’ knowledge and understanding of relevant contexts, concepts, theories and principles. 

• Students’ application of relevant core knowledge and skills.

Occupational specialisms:

• Knowledge, skills and behaviours needed to achieve threshold competence.

• This is defined as being “as close to full occupational competence as can be reasonably expected of 

students after two years of study in a provider based setting and must be validated by employers as 

sufficient to secure skilled employment in a relevant role”.



Technical Qualification - Structure

Knowledge & 

Understanding
Knowledge & Skills

Written exam

AO set and marked

‘Employer-set’ project

AO set and marked 
unless centre marking agreed

Students take one:

Core

20-50%

Students take at least one:

Occupational Specialism

50-80%

Knowledge, skills & behaviours to achieve 

threshold competence

‘Integrated’, ‘practical’ assessment
AO set and marked 

unless centre marking agreed

Type of content

Assessment method

TQ components

(Approximately 900-1400 GLH in total; size equivalent to 3-4 A levels)

Grading
A* to E

Combined grade across sub-components

Pass / Merit / Distinction

Single grade per component



Sample content – TQ in Education and Childcare



■ The Institute has overall responsibility for the Technical 

Qualification 

■ Ofqual will regulate the Technical Qualification (and any 

other qualifications as required) within the T Level 

programme, against our General Conditions and TQ-

specific conditions

The Institute & Ofqual



■ Assessment approach – assessment objectives, assessment strategies

■ Describing TQs – Qualification titling, Total Qualification Time (TQT)

■ Assessment – structure and weighting, number of assessments, controls, 

timing, retakes, marking

■ Recognition of prior learning

■ Standard setting

■ Reviews of marking, moderation and appeals

■ Disapplication of a small number of General Conditions, including in relation 

to issuing certificates

■ TQ-specific guidance against General Conditions, including on issuing results

TQ Qualification Level Conditions, Requirements and Guidance



■ Awarding Organisations will be asked to submit materials (e.g. assessment 

strategy, sample assessment materials) at specific contract milestones. These 

will be shared simultaneously with Ofqual

■ The Institute will evaluate the materials according to the Service 

Requirements specified in the contract

■ Ofqual will accredit TQs against the following Accreditation Criterion:

“An awarding organisation must demonstrate to Ofqual’s satisfaction that it is capable of 
complying, on an on-going basis, with all of the General Conditions of Recognition that 
apply in respect of the qualification for which it is seeking accreditation, including all 
relevant Qualification Level Conditions and Subject Level Conditions.”

■ The Institute makes the final approval decision, taking in to account Ofqual’s

accreditation decision.

Approval of the Qualification



“There are good quality higher technical qualifications on the market already… 

What is missing is widespread clarity and confidence that these qualifications 

deliver the skills employers need.

That’s why I intend to establish a system of employer-led national standards for 

higher technical education which will be set by employers themselves. Through 

the Institute of Apprenticeships, we plan to identify and recognise existing and 

new qualifications that meet the knowledge and skills needed by employers.

Start calling these courses what they are: higher technical qualifications …and 

develop clear national recognition…”

Damian Hinds, 6 December 2018

L4/5 Qualification review



“In the T Level consultation response, we committed to carrying out a review of 

post-16 qualifications at level 3 and below, excluding A Levels and GCSEs. The 

review aims to simplify the current qualification landscape so that all 

qualifications continuing to receive public funding meet 3 principles: have a 

distinct purpose; are good quality; and support progression to good outcomes”

Department for Education, T Level Action Plan 2018

L3 & Below Qualification review



■ Firstly, DfE planning to remove funding from older versions of qualifications 

where new version of the qualifications are operating in parallel.

■ DfE are planning a consultation in Spring 2019, on the principles, scope and 

process the review will follow.

■ A second consultation will follow later this year setting out the proposed 

criteria that will determine whether a qualification will receive funding.

Next steps



■ To understand and regulate the qualifications market more effectively.

■ To enable us to input into the Department’s review of qualifications at level 3 

and below.

■ To to augment our 2015 purchasing behaviours publication, which is focused 

mainly on how centres choose an Exam Board for their GQs. We want to 

expand our knowledge on this to understand how centres choose VTQs also.

 Learner drivers

 Employer drivers

 Funding/accountability drivers

Centre drivers

Why are we looking at drivers of qualification choice?

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/gcse-and-a-level-reform-market-and-pricing-reports


■ Controls in place between awarding organisations (AOs) and centres allowing 

centres to take assessment decisions on behalf of an AO

■ Often referred to as Direct Claims Status (DCS)

■ Centres subject to approval by the AO, sometimes on an annual basis; AOs 

monitor centres’ delivery of qualifications

■ Centres issue results to students - AO may not review each group of students’ 

results 

Accountability for awards – What is it?



■ DCS is an industry practice, but is not recognised in Ofqual’s rules 

■ No standardised approach to DCS – varies across AOs

■ We need to regulate to ensure the standards of qualifications and public 

confidence in them

■ We intend to regulate national vocational and technical qualifications with 

the same seriousness and focus as we do general qualifications

■ We are doing work on strengthening qualifications, and one aspect of this is 

the controls AOs have in place for centre assessment

Why are we looking at this?



■ Users confident in qualifications whenever or wherever they are taken

■ A robust approach to verification –minimum level of control between AOs 

and centres, and for this to be applied consistently

■ The right controls for each qualification – qualifications should be delivered in 

a way that meets the needs of users, as long as they are of the right standard

■ Not to pose unnecessary burdens on AOs and centres

■ Ofqual’s requirements to be clear and to hold AOs to account against them

What we are proposing



■ Moderation and verification – distinguishing between pre-results moderation 

and ongoing verification checks

■ Centre controls – minimum requirements on the controls AOs have with 

centres

■ AO strategy for its centre controls – clear explanations of an AO’s approach 

and the reasons for it

■ Results and certificates – clear guidance about what an AO should do if it 

discovers incorrect results

What we are proposing



■ Consultation on our proposed approach – seeking views from all stakeholders 

on whether what we propose is appropriate and workable

■ Engagement events in the Spring

■ Analysis of responses over the Summer

■ Announce decisions and consult on rules and guidance to implement any 

changes towards the end of 2019

■ Announce final decisions and implementation late 2019/early 2020

Next steps



■ Subject content published February 2018

■ Our rules published July 2018

■ AOs are developing assessment materials for reformed FSQs and we are 

reviewing them through our technical evaluation process.

■ Information on our website:

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/functional-skills-qualifications

Functional Skills Qualifications – English and Maths

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/functional-skills-qualifications


Functional Skills Qualifications – English and Maths - readiness

Maths English

L1/L2 Entry L1/L2 Entry

AQA 4 4

City & Guilds

4 1 2 1

Future Quals

3 3

Highfield 2 2

IQ 3 3 3 3

NCFE 2 2 2 2

NOCN 3 3 3 3

OCR 3 3 3 3

Open Awards

3 2 3 2

Pearson 4 4 4 4

Skillsfirst 3 3

Key

1. Awarding organisation is yet to submit materials to Ofqual for 

technical evaluation 

2. Currently undergoing technical evaluation by 

Ofqual

3. Has been through technical evaluation by Ofqual and is back 

with awarding organisation

4. Resubmitted to Ofqual and undergoing technical 

evaluation

5. Has completed Ofqual process of technical 

evaluation



■ Current FSQs in ICT are also due to be reformed following the policy steer 

from Anne Milton

■ DfE has indicated an intention that new Digital FSQs will be available for first 

teaching in September 2021.

Functional Skills Qualifications – Digital



■ Our BDS consultation closed on 13 January 2019 and we are now considering 

the responses.

■ We intend to publish our decisions in Spring 2019.

Basic Digital Skills Qualifications
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